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As we push into the second half of 2022, I look back and reflect on milestones our organization has
reached this year. In addition to our regular programs and RegTech Round Up Podcast, we have
produced two new training courses, published two thought leadership papers, hosted two bespoke
invite only discussion forums on AI Governance and returned to in-person events with meet ups in
Toronto and Montreal in June.
During the month of June I met with 12 representatives of organizations that had requested to learn
more about the benefits of the CRTA and how membership could be beneficial for their employees.
In previous roles, as a bank employee, I saw firsthand a tendency to view each regulation coming
down the pipe as a separate and distinct standalone project and one of the biggest questions
always seemed to be should we build an in-house bespoke solution?

In my current role leading member relations at the CRTA, I am in a position to see the unique and
compelling solutions our member firms offer to assist regulated entities to not only meet regulatory
obligations but to enable and accelerate digital transformation, enhance customer experiences and
to also improve the experience of employees performing risk, regulatory, compliance related roles.
As members of the Association, financial institution employees have a unique forum in which to
engage with vendors in a non-sales environment, share experiences and be a participant in our
podcast series, webinars, and industry forums, and contribute your thought-leadership into blogs,
long-format pieces … a pleasant diversion from the ‘day to day’!
I urge more financial institutions to engage with the CRTA and our growing member community
(now at 80 members!) Please feel free to reach out to me to learn more.

Have a great summer!

Board member & Membership engagement lead
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Expected Regulatory Developments Come into Fruition in June
CRTA Board member Paul Childerhose summarizes emerging regulations in the first half of 2022 and how
they align with the CRTA's major themes announced at the beginning of the year. Learn more on
the CRTA website.
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How Will Canadians' Digital Privacy Change with Bill C-27
CRTA contributor Allison Hawkins explores this timely question as the Federal Government passes Bill C27 - The Digital Charter Implementation Act. Read this exclusive on the CRTA website.
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CRTA Member Meet-Ups
On July 6, 2022 member firms AMF, EY Canada, Mako Fintech, Valital Technologies and H3M gathered to
network in Montreal.
Thank you to our sponsors Invest Northern Ireland and Fenergo for supporting member drinks in Toronto
and Montreal - we look forward to hosing another meet up in the Fall.
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The CRTA is pleased to feature Skymantle Technologies, the firm that powers the CRTA RegTech
Directory. Skymantle is a team of expert solution architects, project managers and senior developers who
are passionate about helping businesses get the most from the cloud, from solution development to
execution and adoption, ecommerce and digital marketing,
Learn more on the CRTA website from co-founders Raymond Dong and Artin Yong-Bannayan, who each
have over 20 years experience in financial services technology.
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STAY TUNED - UPCOMING PODCASTS
Founder series - Upcoming Sessions
Join CRTA Strategic Advisor Myron Milla-Dare as
he is joined by CRTA member firm founders in
two upcoming podcasts - Tolga Kurt, Managing
Partner H3M Analytics and Abhishek Gupta,
Director at Sutra Management Consulting.

CURRENT PODCASTS
See all current podcasts at RegTech Round Up
Also available at your favorite podcast providers

including Spotify and Apple podcasts.
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Member firms leadership in the spotlight:
Congratulations to Eventus which has won Best Market Surveillance Tool at
WatersTechnology Asia Awards 2022
Congratulations to MinervaAI which has been named to the AIFinTech 100 list of the world's
most innovative AI solution provides for financial services

See what other members have been up to recently:
Mako Fintech has successfully completed the Service Organization Control (SOC) 2 Type 1
audit, increasing institutional-grade security to Canadian Wealth Managers. Read
more from Shawn Prodgers, VP of Finance & Operations.
Katipult has upgraded its private placements platform, DealFlow, with a new enterprisegrade data integration module – DealFlow: DataHub - allowing firms to securely link their
backend systems with DealFlow to directly upload subscription documents.
Artic Intelligence has entered into a partnership with crypto asset consulting firm Neo
Advisory to help Digital Currency Exchange Providers and Crypto Asset Secondary Service
Providers navigate AML/CTF risk assessments.
Broadridge has appointed Tyler Derr as Chief Technology Officer.
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Members' whitepapers:
CUBE - cryptocurrency is moving fast, and regulators are scrambling to keep up. In 2021,
global regulators published almost 10,000 Issuances that referenced crypto. But what does
this mean for its future? Find out in CUBE’s latest report "Cryptopia : Regulation and Crypto
on a Cliff Edge"
Fairly AI - this recent paper provides a real clear explanation of the 3 lines of defence's role
& responsibilities related to development and deployment of AI models / how traditional
MRM function is adapting. Learn more here.

Members' thought leadership articles / podcasts:
MinervaAI - Jennifer Arnold, CEO and Co-Founder, on "risk-based approach" to an
effective AML program
Alveo - Lack of corporate disclosures and ESG data
AI Partnerships - Why the proof of concept matters in AI
KPMG - ESG Fraud and the "Fraud Diamond" framework
InvestorCom - podcast featuring Victoria Bello, Product Manager at RIA in a Box, on the
intersection of regulations, technology and wealth management
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September 7, 8
Learn more and register here.

July 13 and July 20
Join Quantexa for two events and learn about the current KYC challenges and how to overcome them,
and why Perpetual KYC (pKYC) is the future. Register here.
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CRTA is proud to have such innovative firms in the community. If you are a CRTA member and
would like to share am event in the news, a new technology or thought leadership in the RegTech
Exclusive, contact us here!

NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS IMPACTING THE CANADIAN REGTECH ECOSYSTEM

The CSA has announced that IIROC and the MFDA have approved Andrew J. Kriegler as Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of the new self-regulatory organization (SRO) when it is formed.
The CSA has released its 2022 - 2025 Business Plan outlining six strategic goals focused on
maintaining investor confidence in Canadian capital markets and facilitating efficient operation.
The OSC Investor Advisory Panel has released its 2021 Annual Report
OSFI has published a timely advisory that articulates its expectations regarding underwriting
practices and procedures for reverse residential mortgages, residential mortgages with shared
equity features and combined loan plans.

AI

ESG

UK government publishes response to

ECB stress tests flag ESG impact at $71 billion

consultation on AI and Intellectual Property
FSI and BIS in depth session : Policy approaches
to climate related financial risks
NGFS publishes final report on bridging ESG
data gaps

DIGITIZATION
EU has adopted new Digital Services Act (DSA)
and Digital Markets Act (DMA)
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If you were forwarded this newsletter, and wish to directly receive The RegTech Exclusive
monthly, SUBSCRIBE here. Cancel anytime.

Have questions or suggestions on The RegTech Exclusive ? Click here to contact us

"Actively lead proactive, progressive dialogue amongst industry,
innovators, and policy makers...."
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